
Opal in Tucson 
Not only was opal a strong seller in Tucson this year at the AGTA gem show, but it was also the topic of 
much conversation. There are many sources of opal in the world. Australia arguably has the strongest 
position in the market with some of the most expensive opals ever found and sold from this location. 
Black opal, white opal, and crystal opal are from sedimentary deposits. Fine black and boulder opal were 
among the sellers and at prices from several hundred dollars to several thousand dollars per carat. 
 
Mexico is known for its fire opal from volcanic deposits, which is the non-play of color orange to red 
material, often faceted. Fire opal with play of color is also known. Low grade may be cloudy and dull but 
in its finest grade, it is transparent and fire red in color. These rich bright red gems can sell for up to 
$500 per carat. The color hierarchy for faceted fire opal has red being most expensive followed by 
orange, then yellow.  
 
A new find of fire opal was discovered recently in Australia, also from volcanic sources. The location is in 
Laverton, approximately 12 hours by car to the east and north of Perth in Western Australia. Mining so 
far has been very shallow, just below the surface. Most of the gems are yellow to orange in color with 
no reds yet to be mined. Under one carat was $80 per carat; over one carat was $80-$100 per carat up 
to about 10 carats. 
 
Much of the talk continues to be around some of the “hydrophane” opal coming out of Ethiopia. There 
have been ongoing discussions regarding stability, especially with some of this newer Ethiopian material 
that is hydrophane. Because of the prevalence of this material in the past few years, it has been come to 
be labeled simply “Ethiopian opal,” though this is a bit of a misnomer since other types of opal besides 
this hydrophane material comes out of this country.  
 
Ethiopia does produce many types of opal with different water content. Since opal is amorphous, water 
content differs from one specimen to another. However, the material of discussion is specifically from 
Wollo, which is hydrophane and known to have high water content. These stones can absorb or lose 
water and in fact the weight can vary considerably when in the dry vs. wet state. It all depends on the 
environment. In the industry, there has been much discussion regarding these opals as there initially 
were concerns over stability. It now is believed that some material may have stability issues but some 
areas produce opal that is considered to be of the same stability as other non-hydrophane opal.  
 
The prices for these opals from Ethiopia have gone up significantly in the past few years. One to three 
carats that sold for $35-$75 per carat are now $100-$400 per carat.  
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